We know that growing conditions and user requirements vary from site to site, whether it is across the country or just in the next county. At Progressive, we offer a choice of blades options allowing turfgrass producers to optimize their finish cut and operating cost.

Traditional solid ‘fixed’ blades are available in either high or low lifts giving users a choice depending upon their soil conditions and mowing requirements. Users of either fixed blade benefit from the long life Pro-Teck edge that’s designed to stay sharp longer, reducing ongoing maintenance time and cost. The innovative Pro-Ez II Blade Change system lowers the cost of operation as only the blade tips need to be changed. The tips can be sharpened and replaced right on the mower for fast turn-around, using common hand-tools. Listening to users is why Progressive is “The Better Built Choice”
Producer Series Blade Options

Fixed High-Lift
Combined with Progressive’s high-tip speed, the fixed High-Lift blade ‘stands’ grass blades up for a clean cut, even in damp conditions or at high mowing speeds.

Fixed Low-Lift
Developing less lift than the High-Lift blade, Progressive’s Low-Lift fixed blade is ideal for both new growth or sandy soils where abrasion is a concern but superior cut quality can never sacrificed. Also requires less tractor horse-power.

Pro-Teck Edge
Designed to keep a sharp edge longer! Pro-Teck can lower the ongoing maintenance cost as the frequency of blade removal and re-sharpening is greatly reduced, thanks to the hardening that is embedded beneath the cutting edge.
Standard on all High and Low lift fixed blades.

Pro-Ez II Change Blade System
Developed with turf professionals in mind:
- Economical as only the tips are changed
- Flat profile fastener extends life, reduces cost
- Standard hand-tools are used for reduced cost and easy change out
- Lower start-up horsepower requirement reduces stress on the complete drive train
- Thinner profile than a standard blade means the tips retain their sharpness after the equivalent number of mowing hours
- Available in both High-Lift or Low-Lift tips

Pro-Ez II Change Blade System installs on the same blade support bar as a fixed blade. This allows users to easily swap blade types as growing conditions or mowing requirements change.

Always ensure that all blades and fasteners are in good condition. Blades must be balanced and be properly installed before use. Never modify or attempt to straighten a blade, bar or tip. Use only genuine Progressive blades and components on Progressive Turf Equipment mowers.